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Session C2 
Ask the Circulation Experts!  
 
Coordinator/Presenter:  Mike McClellan, Minneapolis Public Library 
Coordinator:  Kriss Ostrom, Michigan State University 
Presenter:  Heidi Bruss, Suburban Library System 
Presenter:  Jill Palmer, Washington State University 
Presenter:  Barbara Vance, Innovative Interfaces 
 
Program Materials:   http://www.innovativeusers.org/iug2002/programs/C2/  
 

 
 
Mike promoted the Circulation listserv and urged users to read it regularly for answers to 
common problems and for information sharing.  
 
http://lists.umd.umich.edu/mailman/listinfo/innocirc 
 
Issue 1: The same item, patron, and barcode has been repeated on a daily paging list and 
hold cancellation list (an automatic cancel).  
 
Response: An overnight job can fix this apparently broken hold. Barbara advised the 
questioner to check with the Help Desk here at the conference. 
 
Issue 2: After purchase alert has been run, you cannot get a list of titles that have more 
than “x” number of holds per title.  Library Director expects this as a “canned” report and 
Hold Purchase alert has limitations. 
 
Response: This can be done thru Create Lists/sort. This can also be done by going to 
Outstanding Hold list, sort by title, and scroll through the list. This information can be 
exported to Excel. This issue should be submitted as an enhancement request. 
 
Issue 3: How do automatic patron holds work? 
 
Response:  General discussion on letting patrons place their own holds which can 
generate a either paging request or a Copy Returned Soonest list.  The other option is that 
staff can review the hold and then implement if appropriate.  You can limit the number of 
holds for regular and ILL through the patron blocks table.  Innovative will guide you 
through the set up process. 
 
Issue 4: Can you explain title recalls in character and in Beta Millennium Release 2002? 
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Response: For one bib with multiple items in circ, the hold is placed on the copy due 
soonest. However, any copy can fill the hold. 
 
Issue 5: Can the patron be charged for patron-placed holds? 
Response: Yes. 
 
Issue 6: Discussion of experiences with e-mail notification and telephone. 
Response: A variety of comments were shared. No one had any serious issues with either 
service. Care must be taken in entering e-mail addresses correctly. 
 
Issue 7: Is there such a thing as a pre-overdue notice? 
Response: No, not now. A “courtesy notice” is expected with Release 2003. 
 
Issue 8: Can the same item number be assigned to two course reserves? 
Response: Yes, simply add the barcode twice. 
 
Issue 9: When will the I-use field be available? 
Response: Release 2002. 
 
Issue 10: Is the last notice always a bill? 
Response: Yes. 
 
Issue 11: Some functions in MilCirc still require use of telnet (character). 
Response: Innovative is evolving its products so that, eventually, this will not be 
necessary. 
 
Issue 12: Is the list of holds the same as a paging list? 
Response: No.  Paging lists are created separately and can either be one list or individual 
notices.   There is a mechanism to move paged items not found to a different location 
after a designated period of time.  You can also designate the order locations are paged. 
 
Issue 13: When will notices print automatically? 
Response: Release 2003. 
 
Issue 14: Can one create a macro to print notices automatically? 
Response: No one has done this. 
 

 
 
Reporter:  Heidi Bruss, Suburban Library System 
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